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Temperature-mediated switching of magnetoresistance in Co-contacted
multiwall carbon nanotubes
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We present temperature-dependent measurements of the magnetoresistance in ferromagnetically
contacted multiwall nanotubes. At low temperature, the resistance increases sharply near zero-field
due to misalignment of the contact magnetizations. As temperature increases, the resistance peak
transforms into a resistance dip, with a peak-to-valley ratio of similar magnitude, but opposite sign.
The resistance switch has a distinct temperature dependence compared with the background
magnetoresistance, suggesting that the two have different origins. We propose that a ferromagnetic
transition near the contact interfaces reverses the polarity of the injected spin, and changes the sign
of the resistance switch. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1597965#
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Spin-polarized electron transport through carbon na
tubes is of great interest for the development of future sp
electronic devices.1 Electrons travel up to 10mm or more
through nanotubes without losing momentum or s
information.2 This makes large spin-mediated resistan
changes possible. Tsukagoshiet al.3 showed that the resis
tance of a cobalt contacted multiwall nanotube~MWNT! is
dependent on the relative orientation of the magnetizatio
the ferromagnetic contacts, providing the evidence for s
polarized transport in carbon nanotubes. The resistanc
low at high field when the magnetizations are parallel (Rp)
and high around zero field when the contact magnetizat
are antiparallel (Ra), resulting in a resistance peak nearB
50. This result has since been confirmed in measuremen
both single1 and multiwall nanotubes.4,5 Recently it has been
shown that for certain ferromagnetically contacted MWN
Rp can actually be higher thanRa , resulting in the appear
ance of a resistance dip, rather than a resistance peak.5 The
conditions necessary for this surprising result are not yet
derstood.

Here we report on an intriguing temperature depende
of the resistance in ferromagnetically contacted nanotu
that helps shed light on the inverse switching, and spin
jection into carbon nanotubes in general. We observe tha
resistance switch can change sign from positive to nega
as a function of increasing temperature. Stray field effe
cannot account for this unusual temperature dependenc
that the results provide strong supporting evidence for s
polarized electron transport in carbon nanotubes. We prop
that the sign change is due to the existence of a nonfe
magnetic layer at the contact/nanotube interface whose th
ness increases with increasing temperature, and that con
the polarity of the injected spin.

Details of our device fabrication have been previou
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reported.1,3 Contacts to 20 nm diameter MWNTs are defin
using electron beam lithography with a contact separation
approximately 200 nm. The contact material is a 70-nm-th
cobalt layer deposited using thermal evaporation. Tw
terminal differential resistance measurements are made
temperatures between 1.5 and 175 K as a function of m
netic field directed perpendicular to the MWNT axis a
parallel to the plane of the contacts. This configuration mi
mizes stray field effects.

The differential resistance is shown in Figs. 1~a! and
1~b! for two Co-contacted MWNTs, each at three differe
temperatures. The two devices were fabricated under sim
conditions; however, the zero field resistance of the devic

FIG. 1. Differential resistance as a function of magnetic field for~a! high
resistance and~b! low resistance cobalt contacted MWNTs. The dash
~solid! line shows the forward~reverse! sweep direction. Magnetic field is
directed perpendicular to the MWNT axis and parallel to the plane of
contacts.
8 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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Fig. 1~a! is approximately one order of magnitude high
than the resistance of the device in Fig. 1~b!. This sample-
to-sample variation is typical for nanotube devices, and s
gests that tunnel barrier contacts are formed, in which sm
local variations in the interfacial barrier determine the to
contact resistance.6 At low temperatures, we observe a hy
teretic resistance peak as the magnetic field sweeps from1B
to 2B and back to1B. This can be understood using th
spin injection picture that has been described for magn
tunnel junctions~MTJs!.3,7 NearB50, the magnetization o
the ferromagnetic contacts becomes misaligned. This res
in a decrease in the overlap of the spin populations betw
the two contacts, causing the resistance to increase. As
field increases, the contact magnetizations realign, lowe
the resistance back to the high field value. The result
resistance peak at zero magnetic field. The hysteresis in
resistance peak reflects the hysteresis in the contact ma
tizations.

In Fig. 2~a! and the inset to Fig. 2~a!, the resistance ratio
DRs /R52(Ra2Rp)/(Ra1Rp) is plotted as a function o
temperature for the high- and the low-resistance device,
spectively. The maximumDRs /R is found to be 2.5% for the
high-resistance device and 9% for the low-resistance dev
As the temperature increases, the resistance peak pro
sively changes over into a resistance dip, after which
magnitude of the resistance dip gradually decreases to z
The changeover from a peak to a dip occurs at approxima
10 K for the high-resistance device and at approximately
K for the low-resistance device, while the resistance swit
ing survives up to 175 K for the low-resistance device and
K for the high-resistance device.

FIG. 2. ~a! The resistance ratioDRs /R52(Ra2Rp)/(Ra1Rp) as a function
of temperature for the high resistance device. Inset:DRs /R as a function of
temperature for the low resistance device.~b! The magnitude of the back
ground resistance DRB /R52@R(B5100 mT)2R(B5500 mT)#/@R(B5100 mT)

1R(B5500 mT)# as a function of temperature for the high resistance dev
For each temperature,DRB /R is averaged over the two sweep direction
Inset: The differential conductance as a function of temperature measur
100 mT for the high resistance device.
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We first discuss the possible influence of stray magn
field on the nanotube resistance. As the magnetizations o
ferromagnetic contacts change from the parallel to the a
parallel state, the magnetic field in the vicinity of the nan
tube decreases, due to the partial cancellation of the s
field. The reduction in stray field can produce a peak in
measured resistance, since the MWNT has a backgro
negative magnetoresistance8 @seen in Fig. 1~a!#. According to
previously reported magnetostatic calculations, the chang
stray field is not large enough to produce the relatively la
resistance switches observed in our ferromagnetically c
tacted nanotube devices.9 The present data provides add
tional compelling evidence that stray field effects can be
glected. In Fig. 2 we compare the temperature depende
in the high-resistance device for~a! the resistance switching
(DRs /R) and ~b! the background resistance chan
(DRB /R). If stray field effects are the cause of the resistan
switching, we expect that the temperature dependencie
DRs /R and DRB /R should be identical. A fit to the data
shows thatDRB /R decreases exponentially with increasin
temperature. The magnitude ofDRs /R, on the other hand, is
approximately constant at low temperature, and then dr
off rapidly near 30 K~a sharp drop-off inDRs /R at a critical
temperature was also reported in Ref. 4!. The sign ofDRs /R
meanwhile changes from positive to negative. The two d
tinctly different temperature dependences strongly sugg
that stray field effects are not responsible for the resista
switching.

Within the spin injection picture, a resistance dip arou
zero field implies that electron transmission in the para
spin configuration is lower than in the antiparall
configuration.5 Recent theory has shown that this counter
tuitive situation can be brought about by establishing
appropriate contact interface conditions.10 In cobalt, nega-
tively spin polarized d electrons and positively spin
polarizeds electrons coexist at the Fermi energy. The re
tive coupling strength of the two electron populations acr
the ferromagnetic/nonferromagnetic interface determines
sign of the injected spin polarization. Experimentally, a th
Ru interface layer has been shown to reverse the polariza
of spin injected from a cobalt contact leading to an inve
resistance switch in MTJs,11 while MTJs made with SrTiO3
or Ta2O5 tunnel barriers show inverse resistance switching
low bias.12

In our samples, the contact interface conditions tra
form to cause the resistance ratio to change sign as a func
of increasing temperature. We propose that this is due
ferromagnetic transition of a mixed composition layer at t
nanotube-contact interface. Since cobalt oxidizes readily
room temperature, the interface between the cobalt con
and the nanotube consists of a mixture of cobalt–oxide
cobalt. Although on its own cobalt–oxide is antiferroma
netic, cobalt/cobalt–oxide mixtures can be ferromagnetic
low enough temperature. Magnetization measurements s
that the spins in cobalt–oxide align with the ferromagne
cobalt constituent, producing a large saturati
magnetization.13 The saturation magnetization disappears
a transition temperature that decreases with increasing
centage of cobalt oxide. In our samples, the percentag
cobalt oxide is highest at the nanotube interface, and
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creases with increasing distance into the cobalt contact
temperature increases then, a non-ferromagnetic layer fo
within the contact/nanotube interface, and the thickness
this layer increases with increasing temperature~see inset to
Fig. 3!.

We have performed a model calculation to show how
presence of a nonferromagnetic layer within the conta
nanotube interfaces can change the relative transmissio
the spin-up and spin-down electrons, and thus the sign of
resistance ratio.~A similar model has previously been ap
plied to MTJs.!14,15 The electron transmission through th
nanotube device for the parallel (Tp) and antiparallel (Ta)
configurations is calculated by solving the one-dimensio
Schrödinger equation, taking into account the difference
the conduction band minimumDE for the spin-up and spin
down electrons in the ferromagnetic regions,16 and assuming
no spin scattering in the nanotube. The resistance rati
then approximated byDRs /R52(Tp2Ta)/(Ta1Tp). The
results of this calculation are plotted in Fig. 3 for a 200 n
long armchair nanotube with two ferromagnetic cobalt co
tacts, separated by two nonferromagnetic regions of varia
width. As the width of the nonferromagnetic regions i
crease, the transmission coefficientsTa andTp oscillate, each
out of phase from one another, causingDRs /R to change
from positive to negative. For larger nonferromagnetic la
thickness, the phase shift betweenTa andTp decreases, and

FIG. 3. The resistance ratioDRs /R52(Tp2Ta)/(Ta1Tp) calculated using
a one-dimensional Schro¨dinger equation for a ferromagnetically contact
armchair nanotube, as a function of the width of non-ferromagnetic inter
layers. In the cobalt contacts, the energy splitting between the spin-up
spin-down electronsDE51.45 eV, the Fermi energyEF52.2 eV and the
effective massm* 51me ~see Ref. 16!. Each nonferromagnetic region i
divided inton5d/d0 small sections withd051 a.u.50.529 Å. DE is taken
to be constant in each small section but to decrease to zero in such a
that k changes linearly across the width of the nonferromagnetic regi
while EF andm* are kept constant as in the cobalt contacts. For the na
tube, the lengthL5200 nm,k50.8509/Å andm* 51me are taken.
Downloaded 23 Feb 2005 to 136.165.56.55. Redistribution subject to AIP
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DRs /R gradually goes to zero. As shown in Fig. 3, the c
culation is in good qualitative agreement with our data.
quantitatively determine the resistance ratio—including
influence of the carbon nanotube electron state distribu
on the sign of the injected spin—a detailed theory of the ty
described in Ref. 10 for ferromagnetic/nanotube junction
needed. Nevertheless, our simple calculation demonstr
that an increase in the thickness of nonferromagnetic lay
at the contacts as a function of increasing temperature c
in fact produce the observed transition.

In summary, we have studied the temperature dep
dence of spin injection from ferromagnetic contacts into c
bon nanotubes. The resistance switching is observed
change sign as a function of increasing temperature, indi
ing the existence of a nonferromagnetic interfacial layer t
modifies the polarization of the injected spin. This impli
that to observe larger and more reproducible spin media
effects in carbon nanotube devices, improvements in the
rity of the ferromagnetic interface layer are required.

The authors thank R. W. Cohn, S. Y. Wu, and C.
Jayanthi for useful discussions. Funding provided by NA
~No. NCC 5-571! and NSF ~No. ECS-0224114 and No
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